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The First Step: A Collections Format Profile
● NARA has several electronic records systems: Federal Records, Congressional 

Records, Census, and two different systems for Presidential Records. This meant we 
had no single profile or measure of what NARA has in its holdings.

● A manual process was used to combine reports from all the systems to create a list of 
the formats in the holdings.

● The reporting didn’t match in terms of granularity for the various systems, given 
different tooling for format analysis and reporting.  

● There were different granularity levels reported for file formats, e.g., files identified as 
Adobe Acrobat PDF vs. files identified as Adobe Acrobat PDF 1.4. This required 
normalization when aggregating the data together to compare across the holdings.



Assessing Risk in the Digital Preservation Framework
● In 2018 NARA created an extensive Risk Matrix, designed to apply a series of weighted 

factors related to the preservation sustainability of the file formats in the Collection 
Format Profile to generate a numeric score. 

● Each question has a relative weighting that maps to the level of risk for each question 
and, to the extent that it can be defined, resource costs (staff time or budget). 

● The Matrix also includes high level factors that assess the preservation actions that 
could be taken vis-à-vis our current environment and capabilities.

● The Matrix calculates numeric scores, which are mapped to High, Moderate, and Low 
Risk. The risk thresholds are open to review and revision over time.



What are Some of the Assumptions?
● The openness of a format and availability of full documentation--which enables the development of tools to process that format and/or 

perform preservation format transformations--provides a higher positive effect than the lack of openness and documentation. 
● The level of adoption of a format translates to a higher likelihood of the availability of tools that read, display, or transform the format. 

A low level of adoption provides an equal negative effect on format sustainability. 
● The ability to represent and analyze formats directly adds to the sustainability rating, and the inability to do has an equal negative 

impact. 
● The presence of self-documentation, where a file describes its own characteristics provides a higher positive impact than negative. 

All files can provide some basic technical information, but not all can have descriptive metadata embedded, so all file formats are 
self-documenting to some degree. 

● The requirement to maintain specific software (or, in some cases, hardware) for processing or access to formats has a higher 
negative impact on sustainability that the lack of required software does on positive impact. Requiring such software or operating 
systems has cost and expertise implications. 

● The presence or absence of  licenses or patents and open source licensing status have limited and equal positive or negative 
impacts on the sustainability. 

● The age of a format is an additive risk factor; all formats have inherent risk, especially the lack of tools to read, render, or transform 
the format, so there are no potential positive impacts; risk increases based on the age of the format and the currency of its versions.





Preservation Action Plans in the Framework
The Plans identify essential characteristics for electronic records held by NARA, document 
file format risk, and collate links to specifications and other digital preservation resources. 
The recommended preservation tools and actions for formats included in the Plans are based 
on current NARA decisions and capabilities. The Plans consist of two sets of documents: 

● Record Type Plans: Documentation of Essential Characteristics for record types (Email, GIS, 
Databases, Still Images, etc) - Appearance, Structure, Behavior, and Context. These are the 
properties that should, if possible, be retained in any format migration, and are used as metrics to 
test potential tools for the preservation migrations.

● Preservation Action Plans: A single spreadsheet containing over 500 file formats across all record 
types, containing the specifications, resource links, format information, and preservation actions for 
all formats across all record types to ensure the Framework’s actionability and extensibility to other 
institutions.







Public Releases
● Draft of the Framework was made available in September 2019

○ Received feedback on granularity of formats being described, formats represented, machine-
actionability, linking to other resources (LC, PRONOM)

● Released revised Framework in June 2020

● Community use and adaptive re-use is welcome

https://github.com/usnationalarchives/digital-preservation 



Maintenance
● Since June 2020 release, undertaking quarterly updates:

○ Preservation Action Plans for File Formats
■ Links! They break!
■ Incorporating newly available resources
■ Revising available tools

○ Preservation Action Plans for Record Types
■ Added Navigational Charts

○ Risk Matrix
■ Changing risks
■ Format age



Challenges and Opportunities
● Manual maintenance process

● Questioning some assumptions and nuance in risk matrix:
○ Encryption, compression
○ Formats that allow for embedded files

● Need for improved reporting in ERA 2.0 processing & preservation repository 

● Analyzing holdings to contribute new signatures to PRONOM

● Moving from preservation action plans to preservation actions

● Linked data



Thanking our Team
● We want to acknowledge the cross-division team who contributed to this work: 

○ Brett Abrams (Archivist, Electronic Records Division)
○ Criss Austin (Motion Picture Preservation Specialist, Special Media Division)
○ Dara Baker (Format Specialist, Office of Innovation)
○ Elizabeth England (Digital Preservation Specialist, Digital Preservation)
○ Meg Guthorn (Chief, Still Pictures Division)
○ Michael Horsley (Electronic Record Format Specialist, Office of the Chief Records 

Officer)
○ Jana Leighton (Archivist, Electronic Records Division)
○ Andrea Riley (Supervisor, Operations Research and Support Team, Office of the 

Chief Records Officer)
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